


I would not be discharging my duty as a host if I let go of this opportunity 
to thank each one of you, the participants, various committee members, the 
corporate, public sector undertakings and individuals who pitched in with their 
invaluable support. 

TRANSED 2012 was a resounding success due to the diligent efforts of all 
involved, and to me personally a very stimulating experience. 

The learnings shared during the three-day long conference are already showing 
signs of exerting positive pressure, which is resulting into actions at various 
levels globally. We have received encouraging reports from Ethiopia, Malaysia 
as well as different parts of our country where the agenda of developing 
inclusive infrastructure is taking wings. 

On this positive note, I wish the succeeding TRANSED conferences great 
deliberations and meaningful contributions.

Ms. Sminu Jindal
 Chair - International Steering Committee, TRANSED 2012
and Founder, Svayam

Thank You Note



Among the core elements that make any city livable, efficient and accessible 
infrastructure including transportation systems are pivotal to foster equitable 
participation of all irrespective of their age and abilities. It becomes crucial to 
consider accessibility as the key priority in the development of public infrastructure 
both urban and rural given the fact that India is home to 70 million persons with 
disabilities and 7.4% senior citizens. 

To give impetus to the agenda of inclusive development, Svayam in partnership 
with Govt. of Delhi hosted the 13th International Conference on Mobility and 
Transport for the elderly and disabled persons (TRANSED) during September 17-20, 
2012 at The Lalit, New Delhi, India. Delhi as the host for TRANSED 2012 acted 
as a message board to the Indian subcontinent to emulate the best practices in 
creating an inclusive environment for livable communities. 

TRANSED 2012 not only addressed the contemporary theme of “Seamless Access for All: Universal design 
for transport systems and infrastructure as a key element in the creation of livable cities” but also included 
an unprecedented number of sessions emphasizing on pedestrian mobility, rural access, highway design 
& safety, accessible tourism, best practices & innovations among others. The very initial response to the 
Call for Abstracts generated 400 plus abstracts from 46 nations. These were evaluated on the basis of their 
significance, novelty and technical quality. Realistic wash down closer to the conference had presentation of 
around 240 papers from 32 countries and 41 posters from 15 countries that indicated widespread recognition 
of the critical need to develop an inclusive and accessible environment especially in post UNCRPD era. 

The immense success of the 13th TRANSED 2012 conference would not have been possible without the 
enthusiastic participation and significant contributions of hundreds of experts coming from all around the 
world. The conference certainly would not have been materialized without the generous support received 
from the Govt. of Delhi, Ministry of Transport, Govt. of NCT of Delhi, various government bodies, international 
agencies, public sector undertakings, research organizations and corporate sector.  

TRANSED 2012 Secretariat acknowledges the dedication and considerable time put in by the members of 
the International Steering Committee, International Scientific Committee and Organizing Committee for 
streamlining the conference proceedings. We also greatly appreciate the assistance of many peer reviewers 
who helped us ensure that the content of papers was of utmost quality making TRANSED 2012 more 
technically worthy and remarkable. 

Hosting TRANSED 2012 has been an enriching experience, for me personally and the ambit of skills honed 
during this two and half year long journey has a pose of many varied experiences, which I truly cherish. 

Portugal is the host country for the next TRANSED to be held in 2015. 

India wishes Portugal every success for TRANSED 2015.

Abha Negi
Chair – Organizing Committee, TRANSED 2012

Preface
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a)  TRANSED 2012 Overview
  In an endeavour to provide a platform and showcase the best practices around the world in 

mobility and accessible built public infrastructure including transportation systems, Svayam bid  
for bringing TRANSED conference to India in the year 2009 at the Transport Research Board of  
the USA. 

 
 Svayam was awarded the bid to host the access and mobility conference, 13th International 

Conference on Mobility and Transport for Elderly and Disabled Persons (TRANSED 2012) at 
India against strong contenders like Germany and South Africa at Transport Research Board of the 
USA. The conference, which has been hosted in eleven countries so far including the UK, the USA, 
Canada and Hong Kong was held in New Delhi, India during September 17-20, 2012 at hotel  
The Lalit.

 TRANSED 2012 was driven by the desire to foster constructive, relevant and forward-looking 
dialogue about the future of transport and mobility requirments across all modes on a global level. 
It provided thoughtful insights on the transport issues for the worldwide transport community. 

 From pre-conference workshops, technical tours to networking dinners, a host of events 
accompanied the TRANSED 2012 conference. Over 600 attendees from 46 countries across the 
world representing all aspects of the infrastructure and transportation value chain joined the 
TRANSED 2012 conference which was hosted by Svayam, in partnership with the Ministry of Urban 
Development, Govt. of India, Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India & Ministry of Transport, Govt. of 
Delhi and Government of NCT of Delhi and was co-sponsored by Transportation Research Board of 
the USA. Around 240 papers from 32 countries and 41 posters from 15 countries were presented 
during three-day long deliberations. 

TRANSED 2012 in India
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TRANSED 2012 in India

 The conference outline was as follows:

Conference Title International Conference on Mobility and 
Transport for Elderly and Disabled Persons 
(TRANSED 2012).

Organizer Svayam – an initiative of S.J. Charitable Trust 

Duration Monday, September 17 to Thursday,  
September 20, 2012.

Language English. Sign language interpretation for 
persons with hearing impairments.

Theme of the Conference Seamless Access for All: Universal design for 
transport systems and infrastructure as a key 
element in the creation of livable cities.

Secretariat Office Jindal Centre, 12, Bhikaiji Cama Place,  
New Delhi, India.

b) Programme Outline 
 The TRANSED conference was designed to review advances in research, profile international 

breakthroughs and explore perspectives for technological innovations in response to the mobility 
challenges of an ageing population and persons with disabilities. It also aimed to examine ways of 
addressing challenges associated with improving mobility and transportation needs of the elderly 
and the disabled. 

 TRANSED 2012 featured an Exposition, which highlighted technological innovations and progress, 
products and services that make lives of the elderly and persons with disabilities easier in the 
specific areas of mobility, transportation, activities of daily living, education, employment and 
other related areas. It included assistive aids and devices, mobility equipment, digital technology 
and international research work from across the world. 

 Three pre-conference workshops on varied topics related to the conference theme and two 
technical tours preceded the conference scientific programme. Huge amount of interest was 
generated among the conference attendees as well as key officials from various Ministries and 
students. A vivacious social programme consisting of best paper and poster awards ceremony 
coupled with overwhelming performance by the youth of Jammu and Kashmir and incredible 
dancers from Abilities Unlimited mesmerized the delegates giving them a feel of the rich Indian 
culture and heritage. 

 The conference was able to sensitize the representatives from various State Governments, civic 
agencies, local authorities, regulatory bodies, policy makers and other stakeholders towards the 
need and ways of incorporating accessibility in public infrastructure, transportation systems, 
tourism value chain as well as urban and rural scapes. 

 
 Appendices A provide a brief account of the history and evolution of the TRANSED series of conferences, as well as locations 

where proceedings can be found. 
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 The scientific and social programme consisted of:

	 •	 Three	pre-conference	workshops	held	on	Monday,	September	17,	2012	namely:
  » Hands-on Evaluation of Environmental Barriers on Wheelchair Mobility
  » UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: A Force for Change
  » Accessible Tourism: Why, How and Where!

	 •	 Two	pre-conference	technical	tours
  » Tour A: Delhi Integrated Multi-Modal Transit System (DIMTS) + Red Fort + Delhi Haat
  » Tour B: Qutub Minar + Delhi Metro + Delhi Haat

	 •	 Technical Presentations: Spread over three days (from September 18, 2012 to September 20, 
2012) the technical programme included a formal inaugural session, one inaugural plenary, two 
plenary sessions, twenty-one parallel sessions and two panel discussions. 

	 •	 Poster Presentations: A total of 41 posters from 15 countries were presented on Tuesday, 
September 18, 2012 and Wednesday, September 19, 2012. 

	 •	 Exhibition: A two-day exhibition was held on Tuesday, September 18 and Wednesday, 
September 19, 2012, featuring 17 exhibitors. 

	 •	 Social Programme: A welcome dinner hosted by Hon’ble Chief Minister, Government of Delhi 
was held on Tuesday, September 18, 2012 followed by a gala dinner on Wednesday,  
September 19, 2012. 

 
 A detailed Programme Guide in soft and hard copy was provided to all the delegates. 

c) Attendance and Participation
 TRANSED 2012 elicited a tremendous positive response from across the globe. The very initial 

response to the ‘Call for Abstracts’ generated 400 plus abstracts from 46 nations. Realistic wash 
down closer to the conference had participation from more than 30 nations. On the home soil 
front, enthusiastic participation from different walks of life brought people together. Be it from the 
northeast, or down south or even the north of the Himalayas, the people delighted everyone with 
their spirited participation. 

TRANSED 2012 in India
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TRANSED 2012 in India

  628 delegates from 34 countries from across the world attended the conference. 90% of the 
registrants were delegates and the remainder were exhibit staff. Delegates from India, USA, UK, 
Japan and Canada participated in record numbers. 

 The conference participation by country distribution, in alphabetical order is shown in Table 1. 

 Table 1: TRANSED 2012 Delegates by Country of Origin

Country Registrants

Argentina 1

Australia 2

Bangladesh 1

Belgium 1

Brazil 1

Canada 13

Dominican Republic 1

France 5

Germany 3

Greece 2

Hong Kong 2

India 490

Israel 1

Italy 3

Jamaica 1

Japan 15

Malaysia 5

Mexico 2

Nepal 1

Netherlands 2

New Zealand 1

Nigeria 3

Portugal 2

Saudi Arabia 2
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South Africa 2

Sri Lanka 2

Sweden 8

Switzerland 4

Taiwan 3

Tanzania 3

Thailand 1

Turkey 3

United Kingdom 16

United States 24

 

Figure 1: Attendance from major participating nations excluding India

 TRANSED 2012 succeeded in attracting a huge number of delegates with various disabilities to 
participate in the conference proceedings and other activities. Out of the total 628 registrations, 
73 delegates reported having a disability:

	 •	 34	had	mobility	impairment	(27	manual	wheelchair	users,	7	electric	wheelchair	users)

	 •	 24	had	hearing	and	speech	impairment

	 •	 6	were	ambulant	mobility	impaired

	 •	 13	had	vision	impairment
 
 About 585 people were present on the day of the inaugural session with significant number of 

key policy makers. Smt. Sheila Dikshit, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Government of Delhi, Mr. Ramakant 
Goswami, Hon’ble Minister of Transport, Govt. of NCT of Delhi and Dr. Sudhir Krishna, Secretary, 
Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India attended the Inaugural session of  
TRANSED 2012 conference. 

TRANSED 2012 in India
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 It is the involvement of a broad range of experts from the world of transport and beyond that 
made TRANSED 2012 a truly unique platform for a global conversation on the future of mobility 
and seamless access for all. 

  
 Unprecedented Attendance at the Inaugural Session

  

  

  
 

 Appendices B provide an overview of registration fee structure and process. 

TRANSED 2012 in India
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The TRANSED 2012 Conference saw an unprecedented attendance not only at the  
Inaugural Sessions but in all break-away sessions on each day of the conference.

d) Finance and Budget
 Tight fiscal budgeting saw the TRANSED 2012 conference being managed professionally. However, 

raising the money was a different ball game altogether. The automobile industry cold-shouldered 
the request of sponsorships and when we realized that the moneys will not be coming from this 
segment, we had to undertake course corrections and widen our ambit a little. We appealed to 
Public Sector Undertakings like the Indian Oil Corporation, Steel Authority of India Ltd. (SAIL) and 
Gas Authority of India Ltd. (GAIL). This was the turning point. The trickle of sponsorships brought in 
cheer, which was further strengthened by the Government of Delhi coming in as a major sponsor. 

TRANSED 2012 in India
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 On the corporate front, we had majors like Jindal SAW Ltd., Jindal Steel and Power and  
JSW Foundation, Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. and SCOMI whose financial support went a long way 
in helping to cover the expenses and other related costs. Canadian Transportation Agency also 
came up in a big way as one of the sponsors to the conference. The National Trust for the Welfare 
of Persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Mental Retardation & Multiple Disabilities, a statutory 
body under the Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of India came forward to 
sponsor the conference registration fee for the first 100 delegates from its affiliated organizations 
to participate and benefit from the conference deliberations. 

 

Figure 2: Percentage distribution of total revenue generated

 Amidst tight fiscal planning for the conference, the Secretariat managed to pull off the conference 
successfully. The major share of the expenditure went into conference venue, event management, 
PCO, collateral and publicity & promotion.

Figure 3: Percentage distribution of total expenditure incurred

TRANSED 2012 in India
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TRANSED 2012 in India

e) Delegate Feedback 
 Hosting TRANSED 2012 in India for the first time was a milestone in the global pursuit for an 

equitable and inclusive society. Delhi as the host city for TRANSED 2012 acted as a message board 
to the Indian subcontinent on ways to remove barriers to accessibility. Since India is one of the 
first countries to ratify the UNCRPD, hosting TRANSED 2012 conference helped to bring focus on 
integrating the component of inclusivity in the urban as well as rural infrastructure that will benefit 
millions of people across nations. 

 
  TRANSED 2012 conference was a huge success and drew a lot of appreciation from all the 

participants. The overwhelming response made each and every effort worthwhile. The extract of 
few comments received are mentioned below:

 

  “Our government is aspiring to make Delhi a caring city for one and all, especially for the elderly 
and disabled.” – Smt. Sheila Dikshit, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Govt. of Delhi

 “I am still amazed by your statement at the post-conference meeting that this was your first major 
conference. I would have never guessed. You and your team did a fabulous job. I am sure that you 
were anxious about meeting the high standards that were set by the Hong Kong conference, but in 
my opinion you even exceeded those.” – Russell Thatcher, USA

 

 “Your hospitality and that of the entire team responsible for this conference exceeded all 
expectations. We had a wonderful time and I savour good memories from this experience.”  
– Nina Frid, Canada

 

 “Our heartfelt thanks to Svayam for the superb execution of the TRANSED conference. The 
stimulating sessions are much food for thought and hope for the future. The performance by the 
Abilities Unlimited dance troupe was one of the sublime experiences of our lives.” 
– Aaron Vamosh, Israel 

 

 “The conference, in my point of view, was very well-organized. The organizers and the volunteers 
were very kind and helpful. The venue offered very good conditions, both technical and comfort 
related. The sessions were chained in a very responsible and dynamic way, bringing the best from 
each presentation and speaker. The cultural performances were a very touching highlight, which 
gave us a unique moment.” – Tiago Veras, Portugal 

 

 “The tour was interesting. However the bus organization from The Lalit was not so good. (I went 
by mistake on the wrong bus). It doesn’t matter. The market Delhi Hatt is (in my view) place for 
tourist shopping too much souvenirs for my taste.” – Dr. (Ms.) L. Levin, Sweden 
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f) Committee Organization and Management Structure
 
 International Steering Committee 

 The International Steering Committee provided leadership and guidance on the strategic  
direction and overall conference programme including sponsorship and promotion. 

 
 Chair

 Ms. Sminu Jindal, Founder, Svayam and Managing Director, Jindal SAW Ltd.
 
 Members

 Prof. Abir Mullick, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

 Ms. Ann Frye, Ann Fry Ltd., UK

 Mr. Ben Lin, Asia and Pacific Disability Forum, Taiwan

 Ms. Billie Louise Bentzen, Accessible Design for the Blind, USA

 Dr. Christopher G.B. Mitchell, Formerly with British Government Transport and Road  
Research Laboratory, UK

 Mr. David Lewis, HDR Inc., USA

 Mr. Gerhard Menckhoff, Independent Transport Consultant, USA

 Mr. Joseph Kwan, RI International Commission on Technology and Accessibility (ICTA), Hong Kong

 Ms. Julie Babinard, World Bank, USA

 Dr. Lalita Sen, Texas Southern University, USA

 Ms. Ling Suen, International Centre for Accessible Transportation (ICAT), Canada

 Ms. Mary Crass, International Transport Forum, Germany

 Mr. Michael Winter, U.S. Department of Transportation, USA

 Mr. Mukhtar Al Shibani, Global Alliance on Accessible Technologies, Saudi Arabia

 Mr. Ranjith de Silva, International Forum for Rural Transport and Development (IFRTD), Sri Lanka

 Mr. Russell Thatcher, TransSystems Corp, USA

 Ms. Saowalak Thongkway, Disabled Peoples’ International - Asia Pacific Region (DPI-AP), Thailand

 Mr. Thomas E. Rickert, Access Exchange International, USA

 

TRANSED 2012 in India
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 The Committee met twice in Delhi to take stock of conference planning and implementation and 
also analyzed the conference venue from accessibility perspective. 

International Steering Committee taking stock of the Conference Preparations
  
   
 
 
 

 

 International Scientific Committee 

  The International Scientific Committee organized the technical conference programme and 
oversaw the development of the technical content of the conference. The scientific committee 
developed the guidelines for call for papers and posters and also established and conducted review 
and selection process for abstracts of papers and posters. The committee also disseminated 
information and created a network of interest for the conference participants. The travel 
scholarships and award recipients were also selected  by the scientific committee. 

 Chair

 Prof. Geetam Tiwari, Associate Professor TRIPP, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

 Co-chair

 Mr. Russell Thatcher, Senior Transport Planner, TransSystems Corp, USA

 Members

 Dr. Christopher G.B. Mitchell, Formerly with British Government Transport and Road  
Research Laboratory, UK

 Mr. Brian Masson, Multi Modal Transport Solutions Ltd., UK

 Ms. Ann Frye, Ann Fry Ltd., UK

TRANSED 2012 in India


